Launch of Amity’s International Liaison Office in Geneva

Stories

The Amity Foundation started its new program KIEP between China and South Korea. By connecting people from abroad with China, Amity wants to boost mutual understanding, friendship and peace building among countries and people. But most importantly we want to empower young people to experience another meaningful perspective of life: Charity, volunteering and caring for your fellow people.

“We applied to the UNESCO and hope that the Tusi capital would be accepted as a World Heritage site,” explains our companion. In
a small village next to the excavation site, we are meeting Wan Mingzhu. The 17 year old girl works in a vocational center and learns how to weave and embroider thousand-year old Tuja tapestry. Read more..
Amity advocates for migrant workers

Religions for development cooperation

Amity supports affected people of the Taiwan earthquake

Appreciation of Amity's NGO development centers

If you want to make a donation for Amity's work please [click the link](#) or on the donation buttons!
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